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MOHAN S. PUTCHA1 AND ADIL YAQUB

Abstract. The following theorem is proved: Suppose R is an

associative ring and suppose J is the Jacobson radical of R. Suppose

that for all xlt ■ ■ ■ , xninR, there exists a word w^ ... *Jxi, • • • ,xn),

depending on xlt • • •, xn, in which at least one x{ (i varies) is

missing, and such that Xi • ■ ■ x„=wXl,....Xn(xi, • • ■ , xn). Then J is

a nil ring of bounded index and R/J is finite. It is further proved that

a commutative nil semigroup satisfies the above identity if and

only if it is nilpotent.

In this paper, we investigate the structure of an associative ring R with

the property that, for all xu ■ • ■ , xninR,x1- • ■ xn=wXí¡... Xn(xlt • • • , xn),

where w is a word, depending on xly ■ ■ ■ , xn, and where some x{ (i varies)

is missing in w. For such a ring R, we prove the Jacobson radical / is a

nil ring of bounded index. We also show that R/J is finite. Finally, we

show that a commutative nil semigroup satisfies the above identity if and

only if it is nilpotent.

In preparation for the proofs of the main results, we first introduce

Definition 1. Let « be a positive integer, and let S be a semigroup.

We say that 5 is a ^„-semigroup if, for all xu •• • ,xn in S, there exists

a word wXl,...,Xn{xi, • • • , xn) consisting of a product of the xt'$ with some

Xj (j varies) missing, such that xx ■ ■ ■ xn=wXl¡...¡Xn(x1, • • • , xn). A ring

R is called a 0„-ring if its multiplicative semigroup is a ^„-semigroup.

Lemma 1.    Let S be a finite semigroup or a nilpotent semigroup. Then

S is a ßn-semigroup, for some n.

Proof.    First, suppose S is finite, of order n, and suppose xlt • • • , xn+1

are any elements of S. Then x,=x3 for some i>j, and hence

XX '      Xn+X == xl ' ' ' xi '      xi-lxixi+l ' ' ' xn+i

= w\xl>        > *¿-i> xi+i,        , xn+1).

Thus S is a 0n+1-semigroup. Next, suppose S is nilpotent, say, Sm=(0).
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Then, for all elements xu • • •, xm+1 of S, we have

Xi* ' ' xm+1 = 0 = Xi ■ • • xm.

Thus S is a 0m+1-semigroup, and the lemma is proved.

We now pause to give an example of a 0„-ring which is not of the type

described in Lemma 1. To this end, let R0 be an infinite field of character-

istic 2, and let

-IC ö)a e GF(2), u e R0\.

It is readily verified that R is a 03-ring. Indeed, x1x2x3=x2x3 if

Xl=(o  o)'

while xlx2x3=x1x2 if

*i=(°   ").
\0    0/

Moreover, Ä is neither finite nor nilpotent and, in fact, R is not isomorphic

to any finite direct sum of finite or nilpotent rings. (An example of an

infinite 0n-group is given in Remark 1 below.)

Lemma 2. Let S be a ßn-semigroup. Then any subsemigroup of S and

any homomorphic image of S are also ß„-semigroups.

This follows at once from the definition.

Lemma 3. Let S be a ß„-semigroup. Then there exists a fixed positive

integer k with the property that, for any a in S, there is an integer l>k such

that ak=al.

Proof.    Let qi,- ■ ■ ,qn be the first n positive primes, and let

(1) mt = (fi • • • qn)\qi       (i = 1, • • • , «).

Let k=mx-\-- ■ --\-mn. Now, since S is a 0n-semigroup, there exists a

word w(ami, • • • , am"), with some am' missing in the word w, such that

(2) ak = (ami) ■ ■ • (am") = w(am\ ■■■ , amn) = a1.

Since am¡ is missing from vv, it follows, by (1), that q¡ divides /. But, by (1)

again, q¡ does not divide k, and hence l^k. Now, if in (2), l<k, then by

iterating in (2), we can make l>k. This proves the lemma.

Notation 1. Let Z+ denote the set of all positive integers, and let

D(s) = {m | m £ Z+, m divides s} ;       P(s) = {m | m e D(s), m is prime}.
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If S is any nonempty subset of Z+, then

D(S) = J D(s)   and   P(S) = (J P(S).
s<=S ses

Lemma 4. Leí 5 be any infinite set of positive integers and let P(S) be

finite. Then there exists q e P(S) such that q* e D{S)for all i e Z+.

Proof. If the lemma were false, then D(S) would be finite, since

P(S) is finite. But D(S) is infinite, since D(S)^S.

In preparation for the proof of the next lemma, we first state the

following two well-known results. The proof of Lemma A appears in

[4, p. 164], while the proof of Lemma B appears in [6, p. 2].

Lemma A. Let a be an integer and n an integer >1. Let 0„(x) denote

the cyclotomic polynomial of order n [5, p. 60]. If a prime number p divides

On(a), then eitherp\n or n\p—\.

Lemma B. Let I be a prime number and a an integer >1. Then 0,v(a)

is a multiple of I if and only if a= 1 mod /. If a= 1 mod /, then the l-order
°f®iÁa) is equal to 1 except in the case where 1=2, v= 1, and a=3 mod 4.

For any v, ¡i>Q, vj^fi, G.C.D.(<D^(a), <D¡v(a))=l or I.

Corollary. Let I be a prime number, a an integer > 1, and suppose

a= 1 mod /. Then there exist infinitely many prime numbers dividing

^¡v^tf), Ojva(a), • • -for any increasing sequence vu v2, • • —>-oo.

We are now in a position to prove

Lemma 5.    Let a be an integer >1 and let

(3) T={ki\ieZ+}

be a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers such that k{ divides

ki+i for each i. Let

(4) 5 = {a** - 1 |/eZ+}.

Then P(S) is infinite.

Proof.    We distinguish two cases.

Case 1. P(T) is infinite. Let Ei = {px, ••-,/?,} be a finite set of prime

numbers, and k[, k'2, ■ ■ ■ be the series of integers such that

K = Pi1" ■ ■ ■ PÎ'"K     {k'n, pi ■■ .p,) = i.

Then, since P(T) is infinite, lim^^ k'n=co. Hence, for any n with

k'n — m&\{pi, ■ ■ ■ ,pi), we conclude, using Lemma A, that px, ■ ■ ■ ,pt do

not divide <t>fc -(a). Moreover, since k'n divides k„, í>j. .(a) divides a*"—1.

Thus, if p is any prime divisor of Ofc .(a), then p divides akn—l and,

clearly, p^p¡ (; = 1, •••,/). Hence P{S) is infinite.
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Case 2. P(T) is finite. In this case, we argue by contradiction. Thus

suppose P(S) is finite. Since P(T) is finite, it follows by Lemma 4 that

there exists leP(T) such that

(5) PgD(T)   forall;eZ+.

Now, let

(6) S' = {¿ -l\jeZ+}.

Then, by (5) and (3), V\ki for some kt, and hence a1' — \\aki—\. Therefore

P(S')^P(S), and hence P(S') is finite. Thus, there exists keZ+ such that

(7) P(al" - 1) = P(al"+1 - 1).

Moreover, observe that a1 +1 — l=(al — \)w, where

(8) w = (a1")1-1 + • • • + (a1") + 1.

Now, let t e P(w). Then t e P(al*+1- l)=P(al"-l), and hence al"= 1 mod t.

Combining this with (8), we get 0=w=/mod t, and hence t\l. Therefore

/=/. Moreover, by Fermat's Little Theorem, a1 = a mod/ and hence

al"=a mod I. Combining this with /=lmod((=/), we obtain

a=\ mod/. Hence, by the corollary to Lemma B, there exists infinitely

many prime numbers dividing 0¡Vl(a), <¡>lV2(a),- •• for any increasing

sequence vu v2, • • • -»-co. Moreover, since 0¡Vl(a) divides aln— 1, and

recalling (6), we conclude that P(S') is infinite. But, as we have shown

above, P(S') is finite. This contradiction proves the lemma.

We call a field F periodic if, for every x in F, we have xm=xn for some

positive integers m, n, m^n.

Theorem 1.    Suppose that F is a ß„-field. Then F is finite.

Proof. Suppose F is infinite. Since, by Lemma 3, F is periodic, F

has a prime characteristic p. Moreover, the subfield (x) generated by a

single element x in Fis finite, and hence

(9) xv = x   for some positive integer k = k(x).

Now, for eachy eZ+, define the finite field

(10) F¡; = {x I x G F, xpt = x}.

Then, in view of (9) and (10), we have (since if x e F satisfies (9), then

xeFk)

(11) F,ÇF2ÇF3£'-; each Ft is a subfield of F; \J F¡ = F.
ieZ+
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Now, since Fis infinite, we can find a subsequence of (11) such that

(12) Fh g Fi2 g Fis S • • • , and again (J F± = F.
keZ+

Moreover, the order of F4 =/>** (a e Z+). Next, let

S = {pk" - 1 |o-gZ+}.

Then, as is well known, ka\ka+1 for each a eZ+, and k„<ka+1, by (12).

Hence, by Lemma 5, P(S) is infinite, and there, therefore, exist n distinct

primes q1, ■ ■ ■ , q„ in P(S). Thus, there exists m¡ eZ+ such that

(13) qjeP(pk^-\)       (j= 1, •••,«).

Now, since the nonzero elements of the field Fi form a multiplicative

group of order pkm> — \, and since the prime q\p**>—1, it follows, by

Cauchy's Theorem, that there exists x¡ e F{    (£F) such that

(14) order of x3- = q¡       (j = 1, • • ■ , n).

Moreover, since F is a /?w-field, there exists a word w(xlt • • ■ , x„), with

some Xj missing, such that

(15) xi- ■ -x„ = w(xi, ■ ■ ■ ,x„).

But, by (14), the order of xx • ■ • x„=qx • • ■ q„, while the order of

w(xi, ■ • ■ , x„)-^(qi ■ ■ ■ qn)lq¡ (since x} does not appear in w), a contra-

diction. This contradiction proves the theorem.

Corollary 1.    Any ß„-division ring D is finite.

Proof. By Lemma 3, D is periodic, and hence, for any x e D, we

have xm=xk, for some m, k, m^k. Therefore, xr<x) = x for somer(x)>l,

and hence by Jacobson's Theorem [2, p. 217], D is a field. The corollary

now follows at once from Theorem 1.

Corollary 2.    Any ßn-primitive ring R is finite.

Proof. By Jacobson's Density Theorem [2, p. 33], either R^Dm,

where Dm is a complete matrix ring over a division ring D, in which case

we are done by Corollary 1 and Lemma 2, or Dn+i is a homomorphicimage

of some subring R0 of R. Now, by Lemma 2, D„+1 is a 0n-ring also. Let

Xi £ Dn+i be the matrix with 1 in the (/, z'+1) position and zero elsewhere:

(16) x{ = EiJ+1       (/= 1,-■ • ,«).

It is readily verified that

(17) xx • ■ ■ xn = Eln+1 5¿ 0, and x¿x3- # 0 if and only if y" = i + 1.

Since D„+1 is a 0„-ring, we have

(18) Xi ■ ■ ■ x„ = w(xi, ■ ■ • , x„);    some x¡ missing in w.
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In view of (17) and (18), we obtain w{xx, • • • , xJ^O and thus (see (17))

(19)   w(xi, • • •, xj = xaxa+iXa+2 • ■ ■ xa+T;       a ^ 1    or   a + r ^ n.

Hence, by (16)—(19), we obtain Ei¡n+i=E„,IT+T+i, and thus a=\  and

<t+t=«, which contradicts (19). This proves the corollary.

Next, we prove the following:

Lemma 6. Let Ru ■ • ■ , Rnbe associative rings with identities. Then the

direct sum Ri+- • -+Rn is not a ßn-ring.

Proof.   Suppose that Ri+ ••'+Rn is a 0„-ring, and define

xt= (1,1,.", 1,0, 1, l,-" ,1),
(20)

0 is in the ith position (i = 1, • • • , n).

Since Ri + - • +RV is a 0„-ring, there exists a word w(xlt • ■ • , xn) such

that

(21) Xi- ■ ■ xn = w(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn);   some x¡ missing in w.

Comparing the y'th coordinates of both sides of (21), we obtain 0=1

(since x¡ is missing in w), a contradiction. This proves the lemma.

Lemma 7. Let R be an associative ring, and let It, I2 be ideals of R with

Ii^I2 and R/I2 simple. Then RIIirM2g±RIIi+RII2.

Proof. Since Rjl2 is simple and 7i$/2> Ii+h = R, and hence, by the

second isomorphism theorem,

Rlh n /, ^ hlli n l2 + IJli n l2 ̂  R¡I2 + i?//x.

We are now in a position to prove the following fundamental

Theorem 2. Let R be a semisimple ring. Then R is a ßn-ring,for some n,

if and only if R is finite.

Proof. Suppose that R is a 0„-ring and suppose R is infinite. We

shall show that this leads to a contradiction. Since R is semisimple, there

exist ideals Ia (a e D.) of R such that [2, p. 14] n«ef2 4=(0), ana eacn

R¡IX is primitive.

By Corollary 2 and Lemma 2, each i?//a is finite, and hence [2, p. 33]

each of the primitive rings Rjh is a complete matrix ring over a finite field.

Thus each Rjla is a simple ring with identity. Next, choose ax g R, and

having chosen a1; ■ • • , <xk so that ]>¿Íi ^/4¡=^/n¿=i 4^ choose at+1 eíí

such that P|Li 4¡$ h j- That such aft+1 can always be so chosen is proved

as follows: Suppose no such afc+1 exists. Then (0) = naen^a=n¿=i^a,>

and hence
k k

i=l
r^r /n/^jh?//,,..
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Thus R is finite, a contradiction. This contradiction shows that there

exists a.k+1 e Q. such that D*-i ■^i$^/t+1- Hence, by Lemma 7,

/fc+1 / Je Je I 1

¿=i      / ¿»i í=1

In particular, we obtain

2'Rlh^R/nRll«,

Now, by Lemma 2, Rl(\?=l Riht is a 0„-ring, and hence ¿*¿, /?//„. is a

0„-ring also, which contradicts Lemma 6. This contradiction shows that

R is finite. The converse part follows at once from Lemma 1.

Combined with Lemma 3, we easily obtain

Corollary 3. Let R be an associative ß„-ring with Jacobson radical J.

Then J is a nil ring of bounded index, and R¡J is finite.

In the above corollary, it follows [1, p. 28] that the Jacobson radical is

locally nilpotent. It is not known to the authors whether the Jacobson

radical must be nilpotent. However we have

Theorem 3. Let S be a commutative nil semigroup. Then S is a ß„-

semigroup, for some n, if and only if S is nilpotent.

Proof. Let S be a 0„-semigroup. By Lemma 3, x*=0 for all x £ S.

So there exists a least positive integer q for which a positive integer m

exists such that, for all a1} ■ • ■ , ame S,

(22) at • - • a°m = 0       (q minimal).

We now assume that^> 1 and obtain a contradiction. Let au---, amn £ S,

and for each i, O^i^n—l, define xi+1=a¿~lhl • • • aq~¿+m. Then, since S

is commutative and g^2, we have by (22), x2+1=0 for each f. Since S is a

pVsemigroup,

(23) Xj • • • x„ = h(xj, ■ • ■ , x„) = w,    some x3 missing in w.

Now, if some xt appears twice in the word w, then by (23), xx • ■ • x„=0.

Otherwise, since 5 is commutative and xa does not appear in w, we can

write xx • • • x„ = wv, where y is a product of at least one x¿. Hence, by

(23), we have wv = w. Therefore, w = wv = wvk=0, and hence once again

xx • • ■ x„=0. Hence, a?-1 ■ ■ ■ a"~l=0. This contradicts the minimality

of q, and hence g=l- Therefore, by (22), aY • ■ ■ am=0, and thus S is

nilpotent. The converse follows at once from Lemma 1.
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Combined with Corollary 3, we easily obtain

Corollary 4. Let Rbe a commutative associative ßn-ring with Jacobson

radical J. Then J is nilpotent and RjJ is finite.

We conclude with the following two remarks.

Remark 1. The group-theoretic analogue of Theorem 1 is false.

Indeed, the group Z(pœ), which consists of the set of all pnth roots of

unity, where/? is a fixed prime and w=0, 1, 2, • • • [3, p. 4], is a /^-semi-

group. To prove this, suppose that xx, x2 eZ{px). Then, for some integer«,

Xi, x2 eZ(pn), where Z(pn) is the group of all pnth roots of unity. Let a

be a generator of Z(pn). Then

(24) xi = ar,   x2 = crs;        1 = r ^ pn, 1 = s = pn.

Now, let

(25) r = r0p\   s = s0pj;       (r0,p) = 1, (s0,p) = 1,

and suppose, without loss of generality, that i^j. Since (r¡pi,p)=l, there

exists a solution x to

(/•//>'> = s/pi mod pn,

and hence rxp'~'=s mod pn. Thus, r+s^ril+xp'^mod pn, and hence

ar+s = (ar)1+xp'~\

since ap"=l. Therefore XiX2 = (jc1)l+*J|,~i and thus Z(p°°) is a /^-semi-

group.

Remark 2. The converse of Corollary 4 is false. To see this, let F be an

infinite field of characteristic 2, and let

(26) -16 :)a e GF(2), x e F .

xeF .

It is readily verified that the Jacobson radical J of R satisfies 72=(0), and,

moreover, R¡J^GF(2). However, R is not a 0„-ring for any n. We prove

this by contradiction. Thus, suppose that R is a 0,,-ring for some integer n,

and define

HG Ï)
By Lemma 2, 7" is a /L,-semigroup. Moreover, the mapping

(28) ^^(o   *)        (xeF)

is easily seen to yield an isomorphism of F(+) onto T(x). But [3, p. 17]

F(+) s a direct sum of an infinite number of

*• nontrivial finite cyclic groups Gf (i e F).
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Now, let a¿ g G,; a¿#0; í=l, • • • , n, and let the elements x( of F be

defined by (see (29))

(30) Xi = (0,0, •■■,0,fli,0,0, ■••)       i=l, •••,«,

where a, appears in the ith position. Let x\ be the element of Tdefined by

(3D «i- (J   *)(-«fo)),        í.-.l. ••-,».

Since ris a /3„-semigroup, there exists a word w=wXl-r.. „ . {x'i, • ■ ■ , xj,),

vv/i« some x^- missing in w, such that

(32) xi • • • x'n = »V..~.».'(xi>- * '. *«)•

Now, in view of the isomorphism a, this equation reflects in F(+) as

(see (28) and (31))

(33) xi + ■ ■ ■ + xn = w*(xi, • • • , xj,

where w* = w*(x1, • • • , x„) is the (additive) word obtained by replacing

"x" by " + " throughout the word w, and by replacing each xi by x¿.

Moreover, since x\ is missing in w, x} is missing in the word w*. Now,

equating they'th coordinates of both sides of (33) (see (30)), we get a3=0

(since w*(xi, • • - , x„) does not involve x3), which contradicts the choice

of a¡. This contradiction proves that R is not a /L,-ring.

In conclusion, we wish to express our indebtedness and gratitude to

the referee for his valuable suggestions.
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